PUBLIC HEALTH WARNING

ALL WIRELESS DEVICES EMIT MICROWAVE RADIATION—a known biological hazard

EVERY TIME YOU USE A WIRELESS DEVICE, YOU ARE EXPOSED TO MICROWAVE RADIATION. The World Health Organization (WHO) labels this radiation a Class 2B possible cancer-causing agent in the same category as lead, DDT, and chloroform. Cell phones, towers, cordless phones, tablets, laptops, “smart” meters, microwaves and wi-fi routers all add to the “electro-smog.”

MICROWAVE RADIATION IS HARMFUL TO YOU. Scientists link this radiation to diseases, both long-term and short-term: cancer, infertility, DNA damage, damage to fetuses, sleep problems, memory and behavior problems, heart problems and many others.

MANY PEOPLE HAVE BECOME “ELECTRO-HYPER-SENSITIVE” (EHS) and cannot tolerate even low exposures, seriously impacting their health, job, housing, and social lives.

GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS DO NOT PROTECT YOU. FCC guidelines were written decades ago and ignore current science linking microwaves to human disease. Cities like San Francisco have tried to introduce mandatory health warnings on cell phones but the wireless industry has suppressed these efforts with lawsuits and economic boycotts.

www.mainecoalitiontostopsmartmeters.org

Protect yourself and those you love:

• GET WIRED! Ethernet cables provide faster, safer, more secure internet connections.
• USE A CORDED LANDLINE. Cordless phones are as dangerous as cell phones.
• KEEP YOUR DISTANCE. TURN IT OFF. Manuals tell you to keep phones out of your pocket and away from your skull. Run notebook computers on battery, turn off wireless functions, and use a corded external keyboard and mouse.
• DO NOT USE WIRELESS DEVICES INSIDE METAL ENCLOSURES, like cars, elevators, buses, and trains. Here, radiation greatly increases, harming you and those around you.
• WIRELESS RADIATION IS NOT FOR CHILDREN OR PREGNANT WOMEN. Prenatal and childhood exposure is linked to hyperactivity, behavioral problems, brain changes, and autism.
• DITCH THE “SMART” METER—it pulses microwave radiation 24/7/365. Demand a non-electronic, electromechanical analog meter—no “dirty electricity” or microwaves.
• TELL YOUR FRIENDS AND FAMILY. Browse our website for sources, scientific studies, and solutions. Help those you love rethink their exposure and reduce their risk.
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